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Description

Technical field

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of machine tools and robotics and
then particularly to parallel-kinematical machines intended for work in the industry
and their gimbal holders.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] WO 2006/054935 discloses a parallel-kinematical machine to which type the
present invention relates. The disclosed parallel-kinematical machine in this
document includes three setting devices which can be lengthened and shortened
individually in order to move a positioning head. Each of the three setting devices is
connected to the positioning head via a first joint. Furthermore, each setting device is
connected to a base via a universal joint. The positioning head is movable within a
working range in response to manoeuvring of the setting devices.

[0003] The base disclosed in the said prior art document is designed as a fixed block
unit in which each of the three universal joints for each setting device is mounted.
This base, also known as the upper platform, is complicated to produce as well as
difficult to machine in order to get the correct tolerances in each of the seating of
each universal joint which is rather costly. This base is also very heavy and is
therefore subjected to high transporting costs and requires an accurate mounting in
the location where the machine is to be placed. Also the end user of such a machine
which is provided with this base must arrange for incorporation of this base into his
production system which might be difficult due to the volume and the weight of the
base.

[0004] The accuracy of the movements of this type of machines depends greatly on
its rigidity, which, in turn, depends on the number of bearings/degrees of freedom
available and also on the ability of the component materials to minimise torsional stresses and bending stresses in critical directions. In the disclosed parallel-kinematical machine each base mounted universal joint requires machined surfaces in the base which surfaces requires high tolerances in order for the machine to gain the required rigidity. Thus, it is very difficult to manufacture a casted base for such a machine when it comes to tolerances that are needed for the machine. The known machine base is also provided with a central hole through which cables have to come through which hole also weakens such a base.

10 OBJECT OF THE INVENTION

[0005] One object of the present invention is to provide a parallel-kinematical machine with reduced weight.

[0006] A further object is to provide a parallel-kinematical machine which also is more cost efficient than previously known machines.

[0007] A further object is also to make such a machine easier to manufacture.

[0008] Also an object of the present invention is to provide a parallel-kinematical machine having increased overall stiffness which thus makes it possible to gain higher tolerances in machining than prior art machines.

[0009] One object of the present invention is to provide a gimbal holder of a parallel-kinematical machine whose rigidity and therewith its desired accuracy, is increased in comparison with that of earlier known parallel-kinematical machines. This is achieved in combination with a simple construction that contributes towards relatively low manufacturing costs.

[0010] A further object is also to connect the gimbal holder of a first setting device with the gimbal holder of a third setting device to each other to avoid individual twist
of these setting devices during operation, resulting in substantially increased stiffness.

[0011] A further object is to provide such a gimbal holder that is lighter and therewith also contribute to the achievement of a simple construction and relatively low manufacturing costs.

[0012] In conjunction, another object is to provide gimbal holders of such a parallel-kinematical machine which is adapted for mounting requirements of an end user.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0013] These objects are achieved by means of the present invention as defined in the accompanying independent patent claim. Suitable further embodiments of the invention will be apparent from the accompanying dependent patent claims.

[0014] The invention relates to a parallel-kinematical machine that includes three setting devices which can be lengthened and shortened individual in order to move a positioning head, attached to one end of each of the setting devices, within a working range, wherein each setting device is connected to a first, a second or a third respective inner gimbal ring of universal gimbal joints. Each inner gimbal ring is mounted in bearings for rotation in gimbal holders which are rotationally mounted in outer gimbal bearings in an outer mounting. The first inner gimbal ring and the third inner gimbal ring are mounted for rotation in a common outer gimbal holder which is mounted for rotation about a common gimbal axis and the second inner gimbal ring is mounted in a single gimbal holder which is mounted in two opposite bearings for rotation about a second gimbal axis which is not aligned with said common gimbal axis. The outer mounting is disclosed in the description and together with its figures as a mounting frame but this frame is only indicated as locations for gimbal holder (outer gimbal rings) bearings. These locations are to be provided by the end user of the machine and can be arranged in numerous ways as long as the positions of the
bearings are maintained. The positioning head is hereby movable within a working range in response to manoeuvring of the setting devices.

[0015] In an embodiment of the invention each setting device in one end is connected to a positioning head via a first joint. The machine is provided with at least two reinforcing beams which are each connected to the positioning head via said first joint, each having solely one degree of freedom. Each reinforcing beam is adapted to slide longitudinally in a beam bearing in the said respective universal gimbal joints when one or more of the setting devices are lengthened or shortened.

Each beam bearing is connected to a gimbal holder and the beam bearing of at least one reinforcing beam is rotatable about an axis that extends parallel with the longitudinal axis of said reinforcing beam. The first inner gimbal ring and the third inner gimbal ring are rotatably mounted about parallel axes in the respective gimbal holder.

[0016] In an embodiment of the invention the said second gimbal axis is oriented approximately parallel to said common gimbal axis.

[0017] In an embodiment of the invention the said single gimbal axis of the single gimbal holder is oriented approximately perpendicular to said common gimbal axis and at least one of said bearings of the single gimbal holder is located in the outer mounting.

[0018] In an embodiment of the invention both bearings of the single gimbal holder are located in the outer mounting.

[0019] In an embodiment of the invention one bearing of the single gimbal holder is located in the outer mounting and the other bearing of the single gimbal holder is located in the common gimbal holder at a location between the bearings of the first inner gimbal ring and the bearings of the third inner gimbal ring.
[0020] In an embodiment of the invention said other bearing of the single gimbal holder is provided as a ball-joint bearing in the common gimbal holder.

[0021] In an embodiment of the invention said other bearing of the single gimbal holder is provided as a universal joint bearing having an inner bearing holder and an outer bearing holder in the common outer gimbal holder so that the single gimbal holder is mounted to the common gimbal holder with two degrees of freedom between the said bearing holders.

[0022] In an embodiment of the invention each reinforcing beam has in a first direction a flexural rigidity which is considerably greater than its flexural rigidity in a direction at right angles to said first direction.

[0023] In an embodiment of the invention each reinforcing beam has a generally rectangular cross-sectional shape.

[0024] The detailed embodiments described below include three setting devices, each of which is connected to its respective reinforcing beam, wherein the second reinforcing beam can slightly rotate about its longitudinal axis. Embodiments in which the second setting device is provided with an additional reinforcing beam can also be recognised within the scope of the present invention.

[0025] As will be evident from the illustrated embodiments, the first joint is given only one degree of freedom, therewith giving the machine its rigidity.

[0026] Each reinforcing beam is adapted to present in a first direction a bending resistance that greatly exceeds its bending resistance in a direction at right angles to the first direction. This enables the reinforcing beam to have a generally rectangular cross-sectional shape or an elliptical cross-sectional shape. It will be understood, however, that other cross-sectional shapes are conceivable within the scope of the
invention, such as I-beams, for instance. The reinforcing beam will preferably be made of a composite material reinforced with carbon fibres.

[0027] The machine according to the embodiment shown in detail includes three setting devices, each of which is permanently connected to a reinforcing beam at said first joint. As is indicated above one of the setting devices can also be provided with an additional reinforcing beam with the intention of obtaining generally the same rigidity in all directions as is disclosed in the prior art reference. As indicated above, the machine may conceivably be provided with solely two reinforcing beams positioned at right angles to one another. The beam bearing of at least one reinforcing beam is slightly rotatable about its own longitudinal axis or about an axis in its gimbal holder parallel with said own longitudinal axis.

[0028] Each setting device of the illustrated embodiment is comprised of a screw-nut-mechanism whose nut is permanently connected to the inner gyro element. It will be understood, however, that other machine designs having other types of setting devices are fully conceivable within the scope of the invention. For example, linear motors may be used as setting devices instead of the illustrated screw-nut-mechanism. Such a linear motor may even consist of the reinforcing beam or comprise a part thereof.

[0029] Each reinforcing beam may include at least one longitudinally extending first slide element, for example a steel slide bar which may be glued and firmly screwed to the beam, said first slide element being connected in a shape-locked fashion to but slideably in relation to a second slide element, for instance a guide rail, which is connected to the nut, either directly or indirectly, via an intermediate bearing. In the case when the second slide element is connected to the nut indirectly via an intermediate bearing, the second slide element is guided relative to the nut in a shape-wise fashion by virtue of being able to tilt around the setting device.

[0030] The screw or the nut is rotatably driven by a setting device motor. When it is
the screw that is driven by the motor, the motor is connected to one end of the screw, whereas the other end of said screw is supported by a support bearing. In the case of the embodiment shown in detail, the setting device motor is mounted in a motor holder whose one end is provided with one part of said first joint and which also includes connection surfaces against which one or more reinforcing beams is/are intended to be fastened. The motor holder holding the setting device motor may alternatively be mounted at the other end of the screw in relation to what is shown, wherewith the "motor-free" end of the screw is connected to the first joint in this case. When it is the nut that is driven by the motor, the drive can be effected, for instance, via a belt drive or the like so that the ratio of the setting device to the motor can be readily changed.

[0031] Two of the first joints at the positioning head include mutually parallel joint axes whereas the third of said first joints at said positioning head includes a joint axis that extends at right angles to the other two. In addition, the inner gyro axis of the universal joint of each setting device is parallel with the joint axis of the first joint of the setting device in respect of those joints that do not allow tilting, i.e. rotation of the reinforcing beam about an axis parallel with its own symmetrical longitudinal axis in the joint.

[0032] The embodiment shown in detail provides a parallel-kinematical machine whose universal joints include two joints that each has two degrees of freedom and one joint that has three degrees of freedom, and only one degree of freedom with regard to each of the beam rotational bearings of the machine, i.e. at the positioning head.

[0033] It will be understood that the number of reinforcing beams provided and their cross-sectional dimensions can be varied in accordance with the invention. It will also be understood that the number of degrees of freedom of the first joint, i.e. the setting device joint in respect of the positioning head, may be varied provided that the beam rotational bearing is not common with the first joint.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

[0034] The invention will now be described in more detail with reference to an exemplifying embodiment thereof illustrated in the accompanying drawings, in which

5 Figure 1
   illustrates a parallel-kinematic machine according to the indicated prior art;

Figure 2
   illustrates a parallel-kinematic machine according to a first embodiment of
   the invention;

10 Figure 3
   illustrates a parallel-kinematic machine according to a second embodiment
   of the invention;

Figure 4
   illustrates a parallel-kinematic machine according to a third embodiment of
   the invention;

15 Figure 5
   illustrates the gimbal holders of the machine according to the first
   embodiment disclosed in Figure 2;

Figure 6
   illustrates the gimbal holders of the machine according to the second
   embodiment disclosed in Figure 3;

Figure 7
   illustrates the gimbal holders of the machine according to the third
   embodiment disclosed in Figure 4;

20 Figure 8
   illustrates a side view of the gimbals mounting frame of the first embodiment
   disclosed in Figure 2;

Figure 9
   disclose section A - A in Figure 8;

25 Figure 10
illustrates a side view of the gimbals mounting frame of the second embodiment disclosed in Figure 3;

Figure 11 disclose section B - B in Figure 10;

Figure 12 illustrates a side view of the gimbals mounting frame of the third embodiment disclosed in Figure 4;

Figure 13 disclose section C - C in Figure 12;

Figure 14 illustrates a side view of the gimbals mounting frame of an alternative gimbals mounting frame of the third embodiment disclosed in Figure 4;

Figure 15 disclose section D - D of the alternative gimbals mounting frame in Figure 14;

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0035] In order to more clearly describe the present invention a prior art machine will be described in Figure 1 and from such a machine the present invention has been developed. Thus, for a basic understanding of the machine according to the present invention reference is made to this prior art machine. The terminology used when describing this prior art machine is slightly different than that used when describing the embodiments according to the present invention. Furthermore, this prior art machine contains several corresponding components which are also present in the present invention embodiments as can be recognised from the attached figures.

[0036] Figure 1 illustrates a prior art parallel-kinematical machine 1. The machine includes a base 2 in which three separate universal joints 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 are mounted in three corresponding through-penetrating openings in the base. Extending through each universal joint is a setting device 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and one or two reinforcing beams
5.1, 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.3. When the universal joint relating to the setting device is not coincidental with the universal joint relating to the reinforcing beam, the universal joint of the reinforcing beam called the beam universal joint is referenced BU1, BU2, BU3. The setting device has the form of a screw-nut-mechanism whose nut is rigidly connected to the universal joint. The setting device screw is driven by a setting motor 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 mounted in a motor holder 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 which, in turn, is provided at its end with one part 8 of a first joint that co-acts with the other part 9 of the joint for rotation about a first joint axis 10. The other part 9 of the first joint is rigidly connected to a positioning head 11. The first joint 8, 9, 10 of the Figure 1 embodiment thus functions as a beam rotational bearing 100.3 in respect of the third reinforcing beam 5.3 and, in this case, acts as a hinge that has only one degree of freedom. Other motor holders 7.1, 7.2 are connected correspondingly to the positioning head, via an individual beam rotational bearing 100.1, 100.2. The positioning head 11 is then connected typically to a manoeuvring head 12, a tool head 13, and a tool attachment means 14, for movement of a tool within the working range of the machine. The motor holder 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 also includes on two opposite sides connecting surfaces 15 against which the reinforcing beams 5.1, 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.3 are fastened. As will also be seen from Figure 1, the base is provided with a media window 16 for the accommodation of cables and the like.

[0037] Each reinforcing beam 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 is arranged for transversal sliding movement in a beam bearing 17.1, 17.2.1, 17.2.2, 17.3 in the base 2 when lengthening or shortening the setting device 4.1, 4.2, 4.3. The beam bearing 17.1, 17.2.1, 17.2.2, 17.3 according to the Figure 1 embodiment is arranged in the beam-universal joint BU1, BU2, BU3 that coincides with the universal joints 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 of respective setting devices.

[0038] As will be seen from Figure 1, one of the setting devices, the second setting device 4.2, includes two reinforcing beams 5.2.1, 5.2.2, which are placed on a respective side of the setting device connected to said beams, and orientated generally at right angles to the remaining two reinforcing beams 5.1, 5.3 at the two
other setting devices 4.1, 4.3. As a result of this reinforcing beam duplication, all reinforcing beams in the machine may be given the same dimensions and will take-up forces of equally large magnitudes.

[0039] Figure 2 shows a first embodiment of the invention; a parallel-kinematical machine 20 which includes three setting devices 24.1, 24.2, 24.3 each with a motor and a screw-and-nut mechanism which cooperates with inner gimbal parts of a universal gimbal joint in the machine. The setting devices can be lengthened and shortened individually. Each setting device 24.1, 24.2, 24.3 is in one end connected to a positioning head 211 via a first joint 200.1, 200.2, 200.3 wherein each setting device 24.1, 24.2, 24.3 is connected to a first, a second or a third respective inner gimbal ring 23.1, 23.2, 23.3 of universal gimbal joints UGJ. Each inner gimbal ring 23.1, 23.2, 23.3 is mounted in bearings 25, 26, 27 for rotation in gimbal holders 21, 22 which are rotationally mounted in outer gimbal bearings 28, 29 in an outer mounting 290. The term "bearing" is used in the following for both the bearing itself and for the seat of the bearing. The positioning head 211 is movable within a working range in response to manoeuvring of the setting devices 24.1, 24.2, 24.3. At least two reinforcing beams 25.1, 25.2, 25.3 are each connected to the positioning head 211 via the respective first joint 200.1, 200.2, 200.3, each having solely one degree of freedom. Each reinforcing beam 25.1, 25.2, 25.3 is adapted to slide longitudinally in a beam bearing in the said respective universal gimbal joints UGJ when one or more of the setting devices 24.1, 24.2, 24.3 are lengthened or shortened. Each beam bearing is connected to a gimbal holder 21, 22 and the beam bearing of at least one reinforcing beam 25.2 is rotatable about an axis that extends parallel with the longitudinal axis of said reinforcing beam 25.2. The first inner gimbal ring 23.1 and the third inner gimbal ring 23.3 are rotatable mounted about parallel axis in one and the same gimbal holder 21. Thus in the present invention the previously outer gimbal rings of the first and the third setting device and the first and the third reinforcing beam are connected into a common gimbal holder 21 which is mounted for rotation about a common gimbal axis in the common gimbal bearing 28. The second inner gimbal ring 23.2 is provided for rotation in a single gimbal holder 22
which is mounted in two opposite outer gimbal bearings 29 for rotation about a second gimbal axis which is not aligned with said common gimbal axis. Instead in the embodiment disclosed in figure 2 the gimbal axis of the gimbal holders 21, 22 is parallel or approximately parallel to each other and extends through the outer gimbal bearings 28, 29.

[0040] Figure 3 shows a second embodiment of the invention in which the parallel-kinematical machine 30 comprises corresponding parts as described in figure 2 except for that the orientation of the second gimbal axis 31 of the outer gimbal bearings 39' of the single gimbal holder 22 is perpendicular or approximately perpendicular to the common gimbal axis 32 of the outer gimbal bearing 28 of the common gimbal holder 21. As can be seen in figure 3, the outer mounting 390 of this second embodiment will be slightly rearranged due to the different orientation of the second gimbal axis 31 in that an extra part 391 of the outer mounting is required for one of the outer gimbal bearings 39" on the second gimbal axis 31.

[0041] Figure 4 shows a third embodiment of the invention in which the parallel-kinematical machine 40 comprises corresponding parts as described in figure 2 except for that the orientation of the second gimbal axis 31 of the outer gimbal bearings 39 is perpendicular or approximately perpendicular to the common gimbal axis 32 of the outer gimbal bearing 28 of the common gimbal holder 21. In this third embodiment seen in figure 4 the first outer gimbal bearing 39' of the single gimbal holder 22 is mounted in the outer mounting 490 while the second outer gimbal bearing 49 is mounted in the common gimbal holder 21.

[0042] As can be seen in the figures the first and the second embodiment require four external mountings in an outer mounting and the third embodiment requires only three external mountings in an outer mounting.

[0043] Figure 5 shows the two gimbal holders of the first embodiment in figure 2, the common gimbal holder 21 and the single gimbal holder 22. As have been
indicated in figure 2 the common gimbal holder 21 is provided with a first outer gimbal bearing 28’ and a second outer gimbal bearing 28” to be attached to external mountings, for example in an outer mounting frame as previously disclosed. The common gimbal holder 21 is also provided with the first and second respective bearings 25’, 25”, 27’, 27” to which bearings inner gimbal rings for the setting devices and their reinforcing beams are mounted. Also the single gimbal holder 22 is provided with a first outer gimbal bearing 29’ and a second outer gimbal bearing 29” attachable to an external outer mounting as described. The rotation axis 51 of the single gimbal holder 22 is parallel or approximately parallel to the rotation axis 52 of the common gimbal holder 21 as also is disclosed in figure 2. The single gimbal holder 22 is also provided with first and second bearings 26’, 26” for the inner gimbal ring of the second setting device and its reinforcing beam. As can be seen in both figure 2 and figure 5 the bearings 25’, 25”, 26’, 26”, 27’, 27” for the inner gimbal rings are perpendicular to the outer gimbal bearings 28’, 28”, 29’, 29” in order to form an universal joint.

[0044] Figure 6 shows the two gimbal holders 21, 22 of the second embodiment in figure 3. In this embodiment the inner bearings for the inner gimbal rings are located in the gimbal holders in the same way as described in figure 5 but the orientation of the rotation axis 31 of the single gimbal holder 22 is perpendicular or approximately perpendicular to the rotation axis 32 of the common gimbal holder 21 as also is disclosed in figure 3.

[0045] Figure 7 shows the two gimbal holders 21, 22 of the third embodiment disclosed in figure 4. Also in this embodiment the inner bearings for the inner gimbal rings are located in the gimbal holders in the same way as described in figure 5 with the orientation of the rotation axis 31 of the single gimbal holder 22 being perpendicular or approximately perpendicular to the rotation axis 32 of the common gimbal holder 21 as in figure 6 and also disclosed in figure 4. However, as is disclosed in figure 4, the second outer gimbal bearing 49 of the single gimbal holder
22 is mounted in the common gimbal holder 21 between and at equal distance to the bearings 25, 27 of the inner gimbal rings of the common gimbal holder 21.

[0046] Figure 8 shows a side view of the mounting frame 290 together with its common gimbal holder 21 and its single gimbal holder 22 of the first embodiment in figure 2.

[0047] Figure 9 shows a section A - A through the frame 290 and the gimbal holders 21, 22 as indicated in figure 8. In this section it can clearly be seen that the rotational axis 52 of the common gimbal holder 21 is parallel or approximately parallel to the rotational axis 51 of the single gimbal holder 22. Disclosed are also the bearings 25', 25", 27', 27" for the inner gimbal rings of the common gimbal holder 21 and the bearings 26', 26", for the inner gimbal ring of the single gimbal holder 22. The first outer gimbal bearing 28' and the second outer gimbal bearing 28" of the common gimbal holder and the first and the second opposite outer gimbal bearing 29', 29" of the single gimbal holder are also disclosed in figure 9.

[0048] Figure 10 shows a side view of the mounting frame 390 together with its common gimbal holder 21 and its single gimbal holder 22 of the second embodiment in figure 3.

[0049] Figure 11 shows a section B - B through the mounting frame 390 and the gimbal holders 21, 22 as indicated in figure 10. In this section it can clearly be seen that the rotational axis 32 of the common gimbal holder 21 is perpendicular or approximately perpendicular to the rotational axis 31 of the single gimbal holder 22. Disclosed are also the bearings 25', 25", 27', 27" for the inner gimbal rings of the common gimbal holder 21 and the bearings 26', 26", for the inner gimbal ring of the single gimbal holder 22. The first outer gimbal bearing 28' and the second outer gimbal bearing 28" of the common gimbal holder and the first and the second opposite outer gimbal bearings 39', 39" of the single gimbal holder are also disclosed.
in figure 11. Both these two outer gimbal bearings 39', 39" are located in the mounting frame 390.

[0050] Figure 12 shows a side view of the mounting frame 490 together with its common gimbal holder 21 and its single gimbal holder 22 of a first alternative arrangement of the third embodiment in figure 4.

[0051] Figure 13 shows a section C - C through the mounting frame 490 and the gimbal holders 21, 22 as indicated in figure 12. In this section it can clearly be seen that the rotational axis 32 of the common gimbal holder 21 is perpendicular or approximately perpendicular to the rotational axis 31 of the single gimbal holder 22. Disclosed are also the corresponding bearings 25', 25", 27', 27" for the inner gimbal rings of the common gimbal holder 21 and the bearings 26', 26", for the inner gimbal ring of the single gimbal holder 22. The first outer gimbal bearing 28' and the second outer gimbal bearing 28" of the common gimbal holder and the first and the second opposite outer gimbal bearings 39', 49' of the single gimbal holder are also disclosed in figure 13. The first of these two outer gimbal bearings 39' is located in the mounting frame 490 and the second of these two outer gimbal bearings 49' is located in the common gimbal holder 21 between on the one hand the first inner gimbal ring bearings 25', 25" and on the other hand the second inner gimbal ring bearings 27', 27". The distance between the said second outer gimbal bearing 49' and the first inner gimbal ring bearings 25', 25" is equal to the distance between the said second outer gimbal bearing 49' and the second inner gimbal ring bearings 27', 27".

[0052] The second outer gimbal bearing 49' is provided as a ball and joint bearing of which the ball 131 is located on the single gimbal holder 22 while a seat 132 for the ball 131 is located in the common gimbal holder 21. The ball 131 is fixed in the seat 132 by a locking ring 133.

[0053] Figure 14 shows a side view of the mounting frame 490 together with its
common gimbal holder 21 and its single gimbal holder 22 of a second alternative arrangement of the third embodiment in figure 4.

Figure 15 shows a section D - D through the mounting frame 490 and the gimbal holders 21, 22 as indicated in figure 14. In this section it can also be seen that the rotational axis 32 of the common gimbal holder 21 is perpendicular or approximately perpendicular to the rotational axis 31 of the single gimbal holder 22. Disclosed are also the corresponding bearings 25', 25", 27', 27" for the inner gimbal rings of the common gimbal holder 21 and the bearings 26', 26", for the inner gimbal ring of the single gimbal holder 22. The first outer gimbal bearing 28' and the second outer gimbal bearing 28" of the common gimbal holder and the first and the second opposite outer gimbal bearings 39', 49" of the single gimbal holder are also disclosed in figure 15. The first of these two outer gimbal bearings 39' is located in the mounting frame 490 and the second of these two outer gimbal bearings 49" is located in the common gimbal holder 21 between on the one hand the first inner gimbal ring bearings 25', 25" and on the other hand the second inner gimbal ring bearings 27', 27". The distance between the said second outer gimbal bearing 49" and the first inner gimbal ring bearings 25', 25" is equal to the distance between the said second outer gimbal bearing 49" and the second inner gimbal ring bearings 27', 27".

The second outer gimbal bearing 49" is provided as a universal joint bearing having an outer joint bearing 151 fixedly mounted in the common gimbal holder 21 and an inner joint bearing 152 rotatable mounted around the rotational axis 32 in the outer joint bearing 151. In this inner joint bearing 152 the single gimbal holder 22 is mounted for rotation about its rotational axis 31. Thus, this universal joint bearing provides for an independent movement of the common gimbal holder 21 about its rotational axis 32 and for an independent movement of the single gimbal holder 22 about its rotational axis 31 while these gimbal holders still are connected to each other.

In all described embodiments it is understood that inner gimbal rings are to be
rotatable mounted in each of the gimbal holders which gimbal rings are designed for internally supporting and guiding each of the movements of the setting devices and the reinforcing beams for example in accordance with the separate universal joints 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 disclosed in the prior art parallel-kinematical machine. It is also understood that each of the rotational axes of the inner gimbal rings is perpendicular to the respective rotational axis of the respective gimbal holders and also located in the same respective plane.
Patentkrav

1. Parallel-kinematisk maskine (20, 30, 40), som indbefatter tre indstillingsindretninger (24.1, 24.2, 24.3), som hver kan forlænges og afkortes individuelt for at bevæge et positioneringshoved (211), der er fastgjort til den ene ende af hver af indstillingsindretningerne, inden for et arbejdsområde, hvor hver indstillingsindretning (24.1, 24.2, 24.3) er forbundet med en første, en anden eller en tredje respektive indre kardanring (23.1, 23.2, 23.3) af universalkardenled (UGJ), og at hver indre kardanring (23.1, 23.2, 23.3) er monteret i lejer (25, 26, 27) til rotation i kardanholdere (21, 22), som er roterbart monteret i ydre kardanlejer (28, 29, 39) i en ydre montering (290, 390, 490), kendtegnet ved, at den første indre kardanring (23.1) og den tredje indre kardanring (23.3) er monteret til rotation i en fælles ydre kardanholder (21), som er monteret til rotation omkring en fælles kardanakse (32, 52), og ved, at den anden indre kardanring (23.2) er monteret til rotation i en enkelt kardanholder (22), som er monteret i to modstående lejer (29", 39", 39'; 39", 49'; 39', 49") til rotation omkring en anden kardanakse (31, 51), som ikke er på linje med nævnte fælles kardanakse (32, 52).

2. Parallel-kinematisk maskine ifølge krav 1, kendtegnet ved, at hver indstillingsindretning (24.1, 24.2, 24.3) er forbundet i den ene ende med et positioneringshoved (211) via et første led (200.1, 200.2, 200.3), og at mindst to forstærkende bjælker (25.1, 25.2, 25.3), som hver er forbundet med positioneringshovedet (211) via det første led (200.1, 200.2, 200.3), idet hver kun har én frihedsgrad, hvor hver forstærkende bjælke (25.1, 25.2, 25.3) er indrettet til at glide langsgående i et bjælkeleje i de respektive universalkardenled (UGJ), når en eller flere af indstillingsindretningerne (24.1, 24.2, 24.3) forlænges eller afkortes, hvor hvert bjælkeleje er forbundet med en kardanholder (21, 22), og hvor mindst én forstærkende bjælkes (25.2) bjælkeleje er roterbart omkring en akse, som strækker sig parallelt med den forstærkende bjælkes (25.2) længdeakse, og at den første indre kardanring (23.1) og den tredje indre kardanring (23.3) er roterbart monteret omkring parallelakse i den respektive kardanholder.
3. Parallel-kinematisk maskine ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-2, 
kendetegnet ved, at den nævnte anden kardanakse (51) er orienteret parallelt eller 
omentret parallelt med nævnte fælles kardanakse (32, 52).

4. Parallel-kinematisk maskine ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-2, 
kendetegnet ved, at den enkelte kardanholders (22) nævnte anden kardanakse (31) 
er orienteret vinkelret eller omtrent vinkelret på nævnte fælles kardanakse (32, 52), 
og at mindst én af den enkelte kardanholders (22) lejer (29, 39) er anbragt i den ydre 
montering (290, 390, 391, 490).

5. Parallel-kinematisk maskine ifølge krav 4, kendetegnet ved, at begge den enkelte 
ydre kardanholders lejer (29', 29'', 39', 39'') er anbragt i den ydre montering (290, 
390, 391, 490).

6. Parallel-kinematisk maskine ifølge krav 4, kendetegnet ved, at et leje (39') af den 
enkelte ydre kardanholder (22) er anbragt i den ydre montering (490), og at den 
enkelte kardanholders (22) andet leje (49', 49'') er anbragt i den fælles kardanholder 
(21) på en placering mellem den første indre kardanrings (23.1) lejer (25) og den 
tredje indre kardanrings (23.3) lejer (27).

7. Parallel-kinematisk maskine ifølge krav 6, kendetegnet ved, at den enkelte 
kardanholders (22) andet leje (49') er tilvejebragt som et kugle- og ledleje i den 
fælles kardanholder (21).

8. Parallel-kinematisk maskine ifølge krav 6, kendetegnet ved, at den enkelte 
kardanholders (22) andet leje (49'') er tilvejebragt som et universalledleje med et 
indre ledleje (152) og et ydre ledleje (151) i den fælles kardanholder (21), således at 
den enkelte kardanholder (22) er monteret på den fælles kardanholder (21) med to 
 frihedsgrader mellem holderne (21, 22).
9. Parallel-kinematisk maskine ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 2-8, 
**kendetegnet ved, at** hver forstærkende bjælke (25.1, 25.2, 25.3) har en 
bøjningsstivhed i en første retning, som er betragteligt større end dens 
bøjningsstivhed i en retning i rette vinkler i forhold til den første retning.

10. Parallel-kinematisk maskine ifølge krav 9, **kendetegnet ved, at** hver 
forstærkende bjælke (25.1, 25.2, 25.3) har en generelt rektangulær tværsnitsform.